
If you experience problems: 
 
If your light is defective or develops a fault, please return it to the place where you bought it. You can call 
our Helpline for advice. The Helpline will gladly give advice on any aspect of any Eterna Lighting product 
but may not be able to give specific instructions regarding individual installations.  
If in doubt, consult a qualified electrician. 
 
Help line: 
 
Tel: 01933 673 144              Fax: 01933 678 083             Email: sales@eterna-lighting.co.uk 
For answers to frequently asked questions ( FAQs ) and other information visit our web-site 
www.eterna-lighting.co.uk 

Specification: 
 
Power Rating:         1500VA or 5A Inductive load at 60uF    
Supply Voltage:      240V 
Switching level:       70 Lux ( Approx) 
 

Cleaning: 
 
> Clean this light fitting only with a soft dry cloth 
> Do not use any chemical or abrasive cleaners. 

Eventually, you may want to replace this light fitting: 
 
When your light fitting comes to the end of it’s life or you choose to update or upgrade it 
by replacing it, please do not dispose of it  with your normal household waste, please 
recycle where facilities exist. When you need to dispose of this fitting, check with your 
retailer or local authority for suitable options. New regulations will encourage the recycling 
of Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment ( European “WEEE Directive” effective 
August 2005 ). 

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE 
INSTALLING YOUR NEW FITTING 

- - 
PLEASE RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE 

Miniature Photocell/ 
Remote Fixing Photocell 

 
Model(s) 

EMPC/EMPCR 

Pack contents: 

Photocell unit 1    

OR     

Remote fixing Photocell unit 1    

     

     

mailto:sales@eterna-lighting.co.uk
http://www.eterna-lighting.co.uk


Safety markings: 

Read this first: 
 
> This fitting must be installed in accordance with the Building Regulations. These may be 

obtained from HMSO or viewed and downloaded from www.odpm.gov.uk following the link for 
Building Regulations. 

> If in any doubt, consult a qualified electrician. 
> Switch off the mains before commencing installation and remove the appropriate circuit fuse. 
> Suitable for outdoor use when installed correctly in a light fitting. 
> Before making fixing hole(s), check that there are no obstructions hidden beneath the mounting 

surface such as pipes or cables. 
> The chosen location of your new fitting should allow for the product to be securely mounted and 

safely connected to the mains supply ( lighting circuit ). 
> If the location of your new fitting requires the provision of a new electrical supply, the supply must 

conform with the requirements of the Building Regulations. 
> This product is designed for permanent connection to fixed wiring: this should be either a suitable 

lighting circuit ( protected with a 5 or 6 Amp MCB or fuse ) or a fused spur ( with a 3 Amp fuse ) via 
a fused connection unit. We recommend that the supply incorporates a switch for ease of 
operation. 

> Make connections to the electrical supply in accordance with the following code: 
Live - Brown or Red 
Neutral - Blue or Black 

> This fitting is double insulated, do not connect any part to earth. 
> You are advised at every stage of your installation to double-check any electrical connections you 

have made. After you have completed your installation there are electrical tests that should be 
carried out: these tests are specified in the Wiring Regulations ( BS7671 ) referred to in the 
Building Regulations. If in doubt, consult a qualified electrician. 

 
 
Installation: 
 
1) Select a suitable “open” mounting position so that artificial light (especially the switched load) 

cannot fall on the photocell. 
2) Make a 20 mm diameter hole in the mounting surface ensuring that the hole is free from “burrs” or 

rough edges. 
3) Remove the black nut by unscrewing anti-clockwise and lift off the top rubber washer. 
4) Install the photocell in the prepared hole from the interior ensuring that the bottom rubber washer 

is in place. 
5) Fit the top rubber washer to the protruding photocell and secure in place with the black nut by 

turning it clockwise. 
6) Connect the supply as detailed above. 
7) Connect the light to be switched to the Red and Blue wires. 
8) Ensure that all connections are secure and no “whiskers” or bare wires are left free of the 

terminals. 
9) Restore the power and test the installation by covering the photocell unit (the product box is 

suitable), waiting one minute, removing the box and checking that the unit has switched off. 
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